1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Recovery from aphasia, one of the most prevalent and debilitating consequences of stroke, is notoriously difficult to predict. Personal factors (e.g., age, gender, education, socio-economic status) and traditionally-defined stroke characteristics (e.g., lesion size, lesion location) do not provide sufficient predictive power ([@bb0425]). In recent years, researchers have begun to incorporate robust neuroimaging datasets into aphasia recovery models. However, despite continued advances in neuroimaging tools and techniques, emerging computational recovery models are still unable to consistently and accurately predict recovery trajectories of individual persons with aphasia (PWA) in the chronic post-stroke stage ([@bb0340]; [@bb0585]). One potential reason for this lack of predictive power is that most chronic recovery models include structural stroke variables yet exclude critical metrics of brain function ([@bb0585]).

By contrast, in an early theoretical model of neural reorganization in chronic aphasia, [@bb0320] described different behavioral recovery profiles based on combined structural and functional metrics. Specifically, the authors first posited that minimal acute damage to the language-dominant left hemisphere results in reinstatement of pre-stroke language activation patterns and optimal---or possibly complete---language recovery. Second, they proposed satisfactory (but incomplete) language recovery is the result of damage to primary, perisylvian language cortex that forces functional recruitment of the remaining undamaged extrasylvian regions for language processing. Finally, [@bb0320] stated that poor behavioral recovery is the consequence of extensive left hemisphere damage that renders only the contralesional right hemisphere available to mediate language.

Consistent with the [@bb0320] recovery hierarchy, many PET and fMRI studies in PWA (e.g., [@bb0020]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0245]; [@bb0325]; [@bb0430]; [@bb0480]; [@bb0605]; [@bb0700], [@bb0695]; [@bb0525]; [@bb0770]) have demonstrated that patients with the most intact speech and language abilities recruit remaining left hemisphere cortex---and perilesional tissue in particular---during language tasks. Furthermore, several studies have demonstrated that chronic patients who respond most favorably to language treatment show increased activation of left hemisphere areas from pre- to post-therapy scans (e.g., [@bb0235]; [@bb0245]; [@bb0445]; [@bb0480]; [@bb0495]; [@bb0590]; [@bb0310]; [@bb0750]). Also consistent with the [@bb0320] proposition are studies that have demonstrated that the right hemisphere is insufficient for language processing in patients with chronic aphasia or possibly even maladaptive for continued recovery from the disorder ([@bb0055]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0510]; [@bb0560]; [@bb0575]; [@bb0595]; [@bb0770]). On the other hand, persistent right hemisphere (or bilateral) activation has also been found in chronic patients with good language skills ([@bb0015]; [@bb0085]; [@bb0100]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0460]; [@bb0500]; [@bb0505]; [@bb0590]). In the same vein, patients who suffered a second, right hemisphere infarct subsequent to initial left hemisphere stroke have been shown to present with worsened aphasia ([@bb0045]; [@bb0050]; [@bb0130]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0715]), which implies that the right hemisphere can play a critical beneficial role in language processing in PWA.

A few studies studies (e.g., [@bb0295]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0325]; [@bb0625]; [@bb0680], 2017a) have described distinct associations between lesion, activation, and behavior profiles that partially align with the [@bb0320] recovery patterns. However, empirical support for all three patterns within the same patient sample is lacking. For one, recruitment of regions outside the perisylvian language network (i.e., regions typically associated with domain-general cognition, including e.g., the middle frontal gyrus, the frontal operculum, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, supplementary motor area, and intraparietal sulcus, see [@bb0205]; [@bb0215]) may in fact constitute optimal---rather than suboptimal---language activation patterns for PWA. In their meta-analysis of language activation studies in PWA, [@bb0710] discovered patients with chronic aphasia activated the left middle frontal gyrus (LMFG) across a variety of language tasks, which could indicate that LMFG (or dorsolateral prefrontal cortex more generally) plays an undetermined---but possibly crucial---role in aphasia recovery. Greater activation of domain-general cortex in the subacute phase has been shown to predict language abilities by the chronic recovery stage ([@bb0280]). Furthermore, patients with chronic aphasia have demonstrated a reliance on domain-general networks and connectivity of domain-general regions during language tasks ([@bb0115]; [@bb0275]; [@bb0475]; [@bb0465]; [@bb0660]).

Given the current lack of clarity regarding beneficial activation patterns in PWA, it is perhaps no surprise that measures of brain function have been excluded from predictive models of aphasia recovery. We propose, however, that functional imaging can provide crucial information regarding aphasia recovery profiles if functional metrics capture the interconnected nature of language processing (i.e., via network connectivity methodologies) and are explicitly linked to lesion and behavioral profiles. Task-based connectivity methods have been incorporated into some recent investigations in PWA ([@bb0275]; [@bb0405]; [@bb0615]; [@bb0660]; [@bb0755]; [@bb0775]). Other studies have included careful and explicit control of lesion location and extent when interrogating activation in patients with aphasia (e.g., [@bb0235]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0245]; [@bb0295]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0665]; [@bb0680][@bb0675]). To our knowledge, though, no previous study has utilized connectivity methods while accounting for patient lesion and language profiles to explicitly test whether hierarchical recovery patterns can be dileaneated in patients with chronic aphasia at a network level.

Therefore, in the present study, we used fMRI and dynamic causal modeling (DCM; [@bb0255]) to test whether the connectivity of damaged tissue in left hemisphere language regions, their right hemisphere homologues, and remaining ipsilesional domain-general cortex conform to patterns similar to the [@bb0320] hierarchy. Given that lexical-semantic skills are vital to basic language processes such as word comprehension and production, a lexical-semantic network served as a proxy for the entire language network in this study. Specifically, we selected 10 regions of interest (ROIs), including left inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis (LIFGtri), angular gyrus (LAG), and middle and inferior temporal gyri (LMTG, LITG, respectively) and their right hemisphere homologues for their hypothesized roles within the canonical language network as well as bilateral middle frontal gyrus (MFG) for its proposed role in domain-general processing (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Study-specific regions of interest (ROIs) and their proposed functions for language.Table 1**RegionPresumed function during language processingCitations**LMFGWord retrieval[@bb0565][§](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}Domain-general response[@bb0205], [@bb0210], [@bb0215]; [@bb0580][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Executive control of language[@bb0025][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}LIFGtriGeneral semantic processing[@bb0250][‡](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"};\
[@bb0260][‡](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}; [@bb0555][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"};\
[@bb0740][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Semantic control[@bb0040]; [@bb0250][‡](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}; [@bb0515][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}; [@bb0705]; [@bb0760]Domain-general cognitive control[@bb0515][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Phonological working memory (dorsal LIFGtri)[@bb0740][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}LMTG (all parts)General semantic processing[@bb0070]Phonological/speech processing[@bb0070]mid LMTGLexical-semantic interface[@bb0250][‡](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}LpMTGSemantic control[@bb0515][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Phonological code retrieval[@bb0355], [@bb0360][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}LITGGeneral semantic processing[@bb0070][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}; [@bb0580][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Phonological-semantic interface of visual information[@bb0740][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}LAGGeneral semantic processing[@bb0070][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"};Semantic control (dorsal LAG)[@bb0515][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Amodal conceptual processing[@bb0740][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Automatic semantic retrieval (anterior LAG)[@bb0350][†](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}[^1][^2][^3][^4]

The first aim of the present study was to determine lexical-semantic network characteristics that best characterize connectivity in healthy older adults versus patients with chronic aphasia. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} provides a visual framework of our hypotheses. Within the DCM framework, we created families of network models (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, middle column) to test a chronic aphasia hierarchy similar to [@bb0320]. As shown in the top row and middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, we hypothesized that controls would demonstrate a preference for left-lateralized connectivity models given that lexical-semantic processing is highly left hemisphere dominant in most healthy individuals ([@bb0070]; [@bb0570]; [@bb0745]; [@bb0790]). We hypothesized that model fit in PWA would be split between model families---exemplified by other models within the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}---given that the model space was constructed to explicitly test whether lesion location dictates effective connectivity in chronic stroke.Fig. 1Hypotheses regarding relationships between lesion location (left column), effective network connectivity (middle column) and language abilities (right column). L/LH = left hemisphere, R = right hemisphere, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, TPC = temporoparietal cortex, ITG = inferior temporal gyrus, EC = effective connectivity, SC = structural connectivity.Fig. 1

Beyond model fit, the DCM framework allows for investigation of the strength and directionality of task-modulated connections between model regions. We predicted that controls would demonstrate stronger connections between the majority of left hemisphere ROIs compared to patients. By contrast, we hypothesized that PWA would rely more heavily on task-modulated connectivity of LMFG than controls given the potential for reorganization to spared extra-sylvian left hemisphere cortex (Meier et al., 2016, 2018; Geranmeyah et al., 2017) and right intrahemispheric connections due to left hemisphere damage.

The second aim was to examine the relationships beween network connectivity, lesion characteristics and language skills in PWA. To expand upon [@bb0320], we hypothesized that neural metrics (i.e., task-based connectivity, left hemisphere damaged tissue) would influence patients\' language skills. Specifically, we expected to find relationships between lesion location (shown in the left column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), effective connectivity (shown in the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) and language performance (shown in the right column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). We predicted that primary damage to posterior regions would result in functional and structural disconnection of temporoparietal cortex (including LMTG, LAG and/or LITG) and greater reliance on connectivity of intact bilateral anterior structures (as shown in the second model from the top in the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Primary damage to anterior regions but spared LMFG would result in greater reliance on connections from LMFG to other regions, on connections between left posterior cortex, and on right intrahemispheric interactions (as shown in the third model from the top in the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Large lesions that affected both anterior and posterior language regions but spared LMFG would result in heavy reliance on LMFG connectivity as well as right intrahemispheric connections (as shown in the fourth model from the top in the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we hypothesized that connectivity would be shifted entirely to the right hemisphere in PWA with extensive left hemisphere damage (as shown in the bottom model in the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). As also illustrated in Fig. 1, we hypothesized that less left hemisphere damage (particularly in ROIs) and greater left intrahemispheric connectivity would be related to good lexical-semantic skills and less severe aphasia. By contrast, extensive left hemisphere lesions---particularly lesions extending into LMFG---would result in greater right intrahemispheric and interhemispheric connectivity and poor language abilities.

2. Materials and methods {#s0020}
========================

This work was conducted within the Center for the Neurobiology of Language Recovery (<http://cnlr.northwestern.edu/>) and is part of a larger project investigating changes in behavioral and neurological metrics following language therapy. Data included in this cross-sectional study were obtained from a pre-treatment phase of the longitudinal study. In addition, a subset of these data has been analyzed and the results reported in previous investigations (Meier et al., 2016, 2018).

2.1. Participants {#s0025}
-----------------

Thirty-five individuals with chronic aphasia (25 M; mean age: 61.49 ± 10.97 years) and 21 age-matched healthy controls (12 M; mean age: 59.58 ± 13.43 years) were recruited for the study. Patients had a history of a single left hemisphere cerebrovascular accident (CVA) and presented with language deficits as determined by standardized and study-specific behavioral assessments. Contraindications for MR scanning, active medical conditions that prevented participation in study protocols and history of neurological disease (other than stroke in PWA) were not present in participants in either group. All participants exhibited normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing and used English as their primary language. Demographic and neurological case history information was collected via questionnaire. Study procedures were conducted in accordance with protocols approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Boston University, Massachusetts General Hospital and Northwestern University and in compliance with the code of ethics per the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Language assessment {#s0030}
------------------------

A testing battery including standardized and non-standardized assessments was used to measure patients\' language deficits. The Western Aphasia Battery-Revised (WAB-R; [@bb0395]) was administered to capture patients\' overall aphasia severity, as measured by subtests of auditory comprehension and verbal expression that comprise the Aphasia Quotient (AQ). Nonverbal semantic association skills were assessed via the three-picture version of the Pyramids and Palm Trees Test (PPT; [@bb0345]). Subtest 51: Word Semantic Association from the Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia (PALPA; [@bb0390]) and three non-standardized semantic tasks developed in our laboratory ([@bb0470]) were utilized to assess lexical-semantic skills. Given that lexical-semantic impairments often manifest in word retrieval deficits, naming abilities were assessed with the Boston Naming Test (BNT; [@bb0385]) and a 180-item non-standardized naming probe. See [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} for demographic and testing data for all PWA.Table 2Demographic, stroke and language testing information in the patient group (AVG = average; SD = standard deviation).Table 2IDGenderAgeMPOEducationHandednessWAB-R AQ (/100)PPT (/52)PALPA 51 (/30)BNT (/60)Naming probe (%)CCJ (%)CSJ (%)SFV (%)P1M551216Right87.2050235058.3397.5097.5093.75P2F502916Left25.2049310.9983.7581.2577.50P3F636216Right52.0046211017.5985.0093.7595.00P4M791316Right74.1049185267.9693.7595.0090.00P5M67818Right30.8048946.1187.5077.5076.25P6M4911316Right66.6048224455.9791.2597.5093.75P7M5513716Right48.004612614.0786.2591.2588.75P8F713716Right95.2050264559.0793.75100.0091.25P9F531216Right80.4049243764.8198.7590.0093.75P10M782218Right92.1049224133.7092.50n/a91.25P11M6810412Right40.00461212.7877.5072.5088.75P12M421813.5Left92.7049214356.9492.5096.2591.25P13F642413Right64.4049164140.56100.0092.5086.25P14F717412Right87.2044164356.4878.7585.0090.00P15M6115216Right74.3051215452.2295.00100.0092.50P16F7015216Right78.0050152448.33100.0097.5097.50P17M802218Right28.9043817.7891.2572.5085.00P18F481416Right13.00401000.0092.5077.5076.25P19M651618Right11.70431000.3781.2566.2585.00P20M621216Right65.40371117.2278.7586.2588.75P21M602416Right45.2042665.1962.5062.5046.25P22M6917016Right40.4049836.8593.7596.2590.00P23F763318Right37.50341922.2262.5082.5020.00P24F6411512Right58.0036121520.5682.5088.7585.00P25M621512Right56.0051152135.7487.5092.5093.75P26M494912Right85.5049205368.6196.2596.2595.00P27M811112Right73.8051222440.56n/an/an/aP28M496712Right32.3044235.0082.5087.5080.00P29M391816Right71.3052143647.2293.7598.7597.50P30M641312Left79.6050174145.9392.5097.5093.75P31M622116Left91.5046184274.2695.0096.2592.50P32M682113.5Right82.5049123331.4891.2597.5091.25P33M582314Right61.8051181011.9492.5093.7593.75P34M5346717Right94.0050265565.7493.7592.5095.00P35M471916Right/ambi91.4047245566.6793.7596.25n/aAVG61.4959.9715.1163.0946.7715.8025.6333.6988.7589.3686.25SD10.9785.502.0824.734.506.4320.5425.429.0310.0615.17[^5]

2.3. MR data acquisition {#s0035}
------------------------

MR data were acquired on a 3 T Siemens Trio Tim or Prisma Fit scanner using a 20-channel head+neck coil at the Athinoulous A. Martinos Center in Charlestown, MA or at the Center for Translational Imaging in Chicago, IL between December 2013 and December 2017. High-resolution T1-weighted sagittal images (parameters: TR/TE = 2300/2.91 ms, T1 = 900 ms, flip angle = 9°, matrix = 256 × 256mm, FOV = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 1 mm^3^, 176 sagittal slices) and functional images via a gradient echo T2\*-weighted EPI sequence (parameters: TR/TE = 2570/30 ms, flip angle = 90°, matrix = 80x78mm, FOV = 220x220mm, 40 axial, 3 mm slices with 2x2x3mm voxels, parallel imaging with acceleration factor or 2) were acquired for all participants.

Each participant completed two runs of an event-related semantic feature judgment task. For each task trial, a picture appeared on the screen, followed one second later by a written feature. In experimental trials (54 items/run), participants saw real pictured objects from three of five semantic categories (i.e., *fruit*, *birds*, *vegetables*, *clothing*, and *furniture*) and were required to make a judgment via button press whether the feature was related or unrelated to the pictured item. Experimental stimuli were balanced for lexical properties (i.e., familiarity, length, frequency, and concreteness) using the CELEX ([@bb0730]) and MRC Psycholinguistic ([@bb0180]) databases. Related semantic features were selected based on results from a MTurk pilot study (<https://www.mturk.com/mturk>) and classified as either contextual, physical, characteristic or functional in relation to the target item. During control trials (18 items/run), participants saw scrambled, pixelated images in either black/white or color and were required to make a color judgment via button press. Each experimental and control trial was five seconds in duration. A fixation cross appeared on the screen during the inter-stimulus interval, which was jittered to two to four seconds to improve sampling of the hemodynamic response. See [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A for example trials from the fMRI experiment.Fig. 2fMRI task. (A) Example time series of experimental trials of real pictured items and scrambled control trials with 2--4 s inter-stimulation intervals. Differences between groups in fMRI task (B) accuracy and (C) response time (RT). \*\*\* *p* \< .001, n.s. = not significant.Fig. 2

Accuracy and response time (RT) data were collected and compared between groups via Welch\'s two-sample *t*-tests with unequal variances. Overall, controls had higher accuracy when making real-picture judgments than PWA (*t*(40.060) = 5.358, *p* \< .001; controls\' mean accuracy: 88.079 ± 4.420%; PWA\'s mean accuracy: 69.907 ± 18.696%) ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, RTs were comparable between groups (*t*(46.671) = 1.442, *p* = .156; controls\' mean RT: 1.691 ± 0.194 s; PWA\'s mean RT: 1.836 ± 0.511 s) ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C).

2.4. MR data preprocessing {#s0040}
--------------------------

MR data were preprocessed in SPM12 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>) using a standard preprocessing pipeline. First, slice timing correction was performed with reference to the middle slice in order to account for timing differences in slice acquisition. Resliced functional images were then coregistered to the T1-weighted structural scan. Next, the T1-weighted image was segmented into white matter, gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid based on SPM12\'s tissue probability maps and then warped to the ICBM European brain template via affine transformation. Bias-corrected structural and functional images were normalized to MNI space via 4th degree b-spline interpolation. Finally, smoothing of the functional data was performed with a small kernel (i.e., 4 mm) to improve reliability of first-level results but diminish the likelihood of smoothed activations entering lesioned tissue in PWA ([@bb0490]).

In addition to this standard pipeline, steps were incorporated to ensure the quality of the data. Specifically, for patients, slice-by-slice, manually-drawn lesion maps (with lesioned voxels preserved) and lesion masks (with lesioned voxels deleted) were included in the realignment, coregistration, segmentation and normalization stages to ensure appropriate alignment and masking of the lesion ([@bb0105]). For all participants, the alignment of normalized structural and functional images to the template was visually inspected using the Check Reg function in SPM12. Issues with patient T1 alignment to MNI space were mitigated through manual correction of the images or re-running the preprocessing pipeline after skull-stripping. Finally, the Artifact Detection Tools (ART) toolbox (<https://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect/>) was used to check for persistent motion artifacts in the normalized functional data. Outlier volumes were identified as those with global signal intensities that deviated \>3 standard deviations from the mean image intensity or volumes that were displaced \>2 mm or rotated \>0.5 rad from the preceding volume.

2.5. Analysis of whole-brain activation {#s0045}
---------------------------------------

Analysis of the fMRI data was completed to identify ROIs at the group and single-subject level for the effective connectivity analysis. A 1st-level autoregressive general linear model (GLM) that modeled the canonical hemodynamic response function plus its temporal derivative was used for all participants. The GLM included concatenated data from each run of the fMRI task. Experimental (i.e., *PICS*), control (i.e., *SCR*) and fixation (i.e., *FIX*) conditions were modeled as effects of interest, and motion parameters and outlier volumes from each run were included as nuisance regressors. For the purpose of the connectivity analysis, 1st-level activation maps of the contrast of interest *PICS -- SCR* were obtained at an uncorrected threshold (*p* \< .001). In the event that activation was not observed within ROIs at the single-subject level at this threshold, the procedure outlined in the [section 2.6.2](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}. entitled "Localization of volumes of interest" was followed.

Second-level analyses of the *PICS -- SCR* contrast were performed to identify regions of robust whole-brain activation. Given the heterogeneity of lesion location and behavioral profiles of our patient sample, a voxel-wise uncorrected threshold of p \< .001 was used to identify distinct activation peaks within ROIs for each group. Of the 10 ROIs selected a priori based on the literature, only ROIs active at the 2nd level in patients and/or controls were included in the effective connectivity analysis. To confirm that activation extracted at the uncorrected threshold was characteristic of activity within each group, multi-subject one-sample *t*-tests with a cluster-defining uncorrected threshold of *p* \< .01 and F.W.E. cluster-corrected threshold of *p* \< .05 were conducted with 10,000 permutations using the Statistical nonparametric mapping (SnPM) toolbox (<http://warwick.ac.uk/snpm>).

2.6. Effective connectivity analysis {#s0050}
------------------------------------

Dynamic causal modeling (DCM; [@bb0255]; [@bb0370]; [@bb0685], [@bb0690]) is a method of task-based effective connectivity that uses Bayesian estimations on causal interactions between modeled regions to make inferences regarding how changes in activity in one region affect the rate of change in another region and how interregional coupling is affected by external task conditions. The biophysical properties of neuronal activity and hemodynamic responses to external stimuli are modeled within five state equations in the DCM framework. Four of these equations comprise a hemodynamic forward balloon model that models changes in activity-dependent signals and subsequent changes in blood flow and volume and in deoxyhemoglobin. The fifth and final state equation captures the dynamics of neuronal activity through three parameters, modeled via matrices. The DCM-A matrix measures the latent connectivity of modeled regions in the absence of task inputs. The DCM-B matrix reflects the effect of external task conditions on the connectivity between modeled regions. Finally, the DCM-C matrix captures exogenous input of task effects on regions within the model.

Crucially, DCM is used to test specific, biologically-plausible hypotheses about subnetworks of regions (as opposed to other connectivity approaches that aim to delineate an entire network). As such, the three parameters within the neuronal state equation were specified according to known evidence regarding neurobiology and to test biologically plausible models of neural reorganization of language in chronic aphasia (as schematized in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). First, all possible intrahemispheric connections and connections between homologous interhemispheric regions were specified in the DCM-A matrix. Across models, the exogenous task effect of *PICS* was modeled either to LITG, RITG or bilateral ITG given the nature of the semantic task and literature implicating inferior temporal cortex in early conceptual processing of visually presented material ([@bb0070]). The DCM-B matrix was specifically structured to mimic the hypothesized task-based connectivity patterns of the lesion groups illustrated in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. Specifically, the model space contained 14 individual models, partitioned into four model families. Of the 10 ROIs identified in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, only regions activated at a second level in patients and/or controls were included in the model space. Note that the models shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} are included in the model space but alternative models were also constructed (see [section 2.6.1](#s0055){ref-type="sec"} below).

### 2.6.1. Model specification {#s0055}

#### 2.6.1.1. Family A: Left-lateralized connectivity (i.e., no/minimal damage) {#s0060}

These models represented plausible semantic network connectivity in healthy, older adults. Specifically, model \#1 included bidirectional connections between all left hemisphere regions and represented the extreme case of left-lateralized connectivity. This model mirrors the first model from the top in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. Model \#2 was similar to model \#1 with the exception that task input to bilateral ITG and bidirectional interhemispheric connections between LITG and RITG were specified to reflect the likelihood of bilaterally represented low-level semantic processing. Models \#3 and \#4 mirrored models \#1 and \#2, respectively, with the addition of bidirectional connections between interhemispheric prefrontal regions. These models were created to align with the literature citing a reduction in hemispheric asymmetry of prefrontal cortex as a function of normal aging ([@bb0120]).

#### 2.6.1.2. Family B: Bilateral anterior-weighed connectivity (i.e., posterior damage models) {#s0065}

The three models in this family were specified to reflect potential neural reorganization following damage to left posterior regions implicated in semantic processing (e.g., LMTG, LAG) due to middle cerebral artery (MCA) infarct. Model \#5 was created under the assumption that the likelihood of extensive damage to LITG in the patient group would be low given the vascular distribution of the MCA. As such, bidirectional connections were specified between left prefrontal regions and LITG in this model. Greater task modulation of bilateral anterior connections as well as posterior right hemisphere regions were also specified in model \#5 as a likely outcome of left temporoparietal damage. Model \#6 mirrored model \#5 but represented network connectivity in the event of intact local recruitment of LITG but functional disconnect of LITG from other left hemisphere regions due to lesion. Model \#7 was specified to model the potential ramifications of extensive damage to all temporoparietal cortex, including LITG. A similar model is visualized in the second model from the top in the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.

#### 2.6.1.3. Family C: Bilateral posterior-weighted connectivity (i.e., anterior damage models) {#s0070}

Models within this family were designed to reflect potential functional reorganization in the event of damage to left inferior frontal regions with sparing of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Model \#8 modeled connections between left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and left posterior regions as well as bidirectional right intrahemispheric connections and connections between left dorsolateral prefrontal and right prefrontal cortices. Model \#9 was the same as model \#8 with the addition of exogenous task input to RITG and bidirectional connections between bilateral ITG. Model \#10 mirrored model \#9 with additional bidirectional connections between RIFGtri and RITG as potential right hemisphere compensation for lost LIFGtri connections. A similar model is visualized in the third model from the top in the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.

#### 2.6.1.4. Family D: Right-lateralized connectivity (i.e., extensive left hemisphere damage) {#s0075}

Models within this family were created to reflect potential connectivity patterns in the event of damage to anterior and posterior "classic" language cortex (i.e., models \#11--13) and extensive left hemisphere damage not only to traditional language regions but extending into dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (i.e., model \#14). Similar to previously-described models, model \#11 was created to reflect potentially-intact connections including inferior temporal and dorsal prefrontal regions, which would be least likely to be damaged after MCA stroke. Model \#12 was created with the assumption that left inferior temporal and dorsal prefrontal regions may remain functionally connected to right hemispheric homologous regions even in the event of left intrahemispheric disconnect. Similarly, model \#13 mirrored model \#12 with the exception of exogenous task input and connectivity of LITG. Finally, model \#14 was created to illustrate the most extreme case of right-lateralized task-based connectivity in the event of extensive damage to the entire left hemisphere. Models \#13 and \#14 mirrored the last two models shown in the middle column of [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.

Following construction of the DCM model space, volumes of interest (VOIs) were identified for each participant (see below) and the models were specified and estimated for each subject. Bilinear, two-state and non-stochastic modeling ([@bb0455]; [@bb0645]) was implemented using the DCM10 toolbox within SPM12.

### 2.6.2. Localization of volumes of interest {#s0080}

Procedures similar to those utilized in [@bb0475] were used to ensure activity was extracted from a similar anatomical location within each ROI across participants. Regions that were active at the 2nd level in patients and/or controls were included in the final model space. The 2nd-level peak maxima served as the center point of 35x50x35mm (or in the case of bilateral IFGtri, 30x30x30mm) bounding boxes created using MarsBaR ([@bb0110]). If a region was activated in both groups at the 2nd level, homotopic bounding boxes were created for each group and combined. Bounding boxes were subsequently trimmed to fit the anatomical boundaries of ROIs per the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas ([@bb0725]). Next, left hemisphere anatomically-constrained bounding masks were lesioned by intersecting each patient\'s manually-drawn lesion map with the masks and by retaining only non-lesioned mask voxels. The amount of spared tissue within each lesioned mask was calculated so that the potential functionality of remaining tissue could be assessed for each patient and ROI. Last, 1st-level peak maxima for *PICS -- SCR* within each ROI were identified for each participant.

The MNI coordinates corresponding to these peaks served as the center of VOIs in the form of 8 mm eigenvariate spheres of the task time series. In the event that activity at the prescribed threshold (i.e., *p* \< .001, uncorrected) was not observed within a given region for an individual, the threshold was lowered to *p* \< .01. If activation was still not observed, a three-tiered decision process was implemented. First, if the subject was a patient who did not exhibit activation within a highly-damaged left hemisphere region (i.e., \< approximately 50% spared tissue within the regional bounding mask), a noisy signal (at *p* = 1.0, uncorrected) was extracted at the group-level MNI coordinate for that region. Noisy VOIs have been used in previous DCM studies of stroke patients ([@bb0475]; [@bb0650], [@bb0655]) as they represent a good approximation of damage to a region due to lesion ([@bb0645]) and allow for the inclusion of patients who would otherwise be excluded from the analysis due to incompatible DCM matrices. Second, if a participant in either group did not exhibit activation within a region outside the "classic" language network (i.e., left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, any right hemisphere ROI), a noisy signal was similarly extracted. The rationale here was to allow for comparison between participants (e.g., healthy controls, patients with minimal left hemisphere damage) who may require only left hemisphere language cortex for lexical-semantic processing to subjects who activate additional regions (e.g., patients with a high degree of left hemisphere damage). If neither of these scenarios applied and a participant did not exhibit activity, then that participant was excluded from the DCM analysis.

### 2.6.3. Model-level inference {#s0085}

Following VOI localization and model estimation, inferences regarding the DCM results were made at the model level. First, Bayesian parameter averaging (BPA; [@bb0685]) was performed across outputs from the two runs of the task so that one set of models for each participant remained. A random effects Bayesian model selection (BMS; [@bb0540]) was performed at the individual and group levels to determine which of the 14 models exhibited the highest probability of explaining semantic network connectivity beyond prior expectation. Given potential uncertainty in the model structure (especially within model families), a family-wise BMS ([@bb0545]) was also performed for each participant and each group to determine which family of models best fit the data. Within the family-wise BMS analysis, Bayesian model averaging (BMA) was performed such that averages were weighted according to model fit across all families and models.

### 2.6.4. Parameter-level inference {#s0090}

Following model-level inference, inferences on task-modulated parameters (within the DCM-B matrix) were made. Within the DCM framework, task-modulated connections (measured via Ep.B values, in Hertz) reflect regions that are functionally in-sync during the experiment. Specifically, change in activity due to external task effects in the driving region of a connection (e.g., LIFGtri in LIFGtri➔LITG and LIFGtri➔RIFGtri) results in a change in activity in the target region (e.g., LITG and RIFGtri in LIFGtri➔LITG and LIFGtri➔RIFGtri). Within the two-state DCM framework implemented in the present study, Ep.B values capture not only the strength of the connection but also the directionality of the effect. Positive Ep.B values are typically interpreted as excitatory (where the change in activity in a driving region increases the activity within the target region) whereas negative values are interpreted as inhibitory. An Ep.B value of 0 indicates null recruitment of a connection.

To address aim 1 and determine the connections most critical for PWA and controls, one-sample *t*-tests were conducted on coupling parameters (i.e., Ep.B values) within each group, corrected at a false discovery rate (FDR; [@bb0060]) at *p* \< .05 for multiple tests (i.e., 24 tests, one per connection). Next, between-group differences in task-modulated connections were examined via three one-way MANOVA models in which the independent variable in each model was group (PWA vs. controls) and the dependent variables were Ep.B values from either the 12 left intrahemispheric connections (MANOVA \#1), six right intrahemispheric connections (MANOVA \#2) or six interhemispheric connections (MANOVA \#3). FDR correction was applied first on the *p*-values from the three multivariate models, followed by correction for each univariate test within each model.

2.7. Relationships between effective connectivity, lesion characteristics and behavior in PWA {#s0095}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To address aim 2, we conducted two sets of analyses within patients to investigate relationships between task-based effective connectivity (per DCM task-modulated connection parameters), lesion characteristics (per percent damage to regions implicated in lexical-semantic processing and total lesion volume) and language abilities (per fMRI task accuracy, fMRI task RTs and WAB-R AQ).

### 2.7.1. Relationship between effective connections and lesion factors {#s0100}

First, we conducted two principal component analyses (PCAs) on patient data to reduce connectivity and lesion variables into a smaller, more manageable set of factors. One PCA included all 24 task-modulated connection parameters (i.e., 12 left intrahemispheric, six right intrahemispheric connections and six interhemispheric connections) from the DCM analysis. The second PCA included lesion data from an expanded set of 20 ROIs that mapped onto the regions and connections illustrated in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. In addition to cortical regions explicitly included in the DCM analysis (i.e., LMFG, LIFGtri, LMTG, LAG and LITG), the expanded ROI set included intrahemispheric white matter association pathways (i.e., left arcuate fasciculus \[LAF\], including anterior, posterior and long segments; left inferior longitudinal fasciculus \[LIFOF\], left inferior longitudinal fasciculus \[LILF\], left uncinate fasciculus \[LUF\]) and commissural tracts (i.e., left corpus callosum \[LCCallosum\] and left anterior commissure \[LaCommissure\]) that have been implicated in language processing (e.g., [@bb0075]; [@bb0140]; [@bb0150]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0175]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0285]; [@bb0530]; [@bb0620]; [@bb0630]; [@bb0720]) and either directly or indirectly connect DCM ROIs. Cortical ROIs that additionally serve as the end points of the aforementioned association pathways[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} were also considered, including left precentral gyrus (LPreCG), inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis (LIFGop), supramarginal gyrus (LSMG) and superior temporal gyrus (LSTG) for connecting LAF segments and LIFG, pars orbitalis (LIFGorb) and the anterior temporal pole---split into superior \[LSTGpole\] and middle \[LMTGpole\] segments---as the end points of the LUF. The percentage of damaged tissue in these 12 cortical and 8 white matter ROIs was extracted from an atlas that combined the AAL atlas with [@bb0145] white matter tractography atlas within NiiStat (<https://github.com/neurolabusc/NiiStat>) and entered into the lesion PCA.

A varimax rotation was applied to each PCA. The number of components retained was determined by visual inspection of scree plots and confirmed by parallel analyses run in the 'paran' package in R ([@bb0200]). To characterize components, variable loadings of ≤ −0.50 or ≥ 0.50 were used to determine which DCM parameters or lesion variables loaded most heavily onto each component. Single-subject weighted scores were then extracted and used in subsequent analyses. To examine links between DCM connectivity parameters and lesion characteristics, backward stepwise regression models were used to predict each DCM connection component from lesion variables (i.e., lesion components and total lesion volume). Model assumptions were checked using the 'car' ([@bb0225]), 'MASS' ([@bb0735]) and 'gvlma' ([@bb0535]) packages in R.

Follow-up analyses were run to determine whether the usage of noisy VOIs influenced the relationships between DCM and lesion components. First, we identified regions from which noisy VOIs were extracted for more than one patient. Next, we conducted Spearman correlations between each DCM component and binary noisy VOI variables (reflecting the presence/absence of an extracted noisy signal). Finally, if noisy VOIs were significantly associated with DCM component connectivity (*p* \< .05, uncorrected), the noisy VOI variable was added to the corresponding aforedescribed regression model to determine if relationships between DCM and lesion components persisted when controlling for noisy VOIs.

### 2.7.2. Effective connectivity and lesion predictors of language skills {#s0105}

To examine the relationship between connectivity, lesion and language, the DCM connection and lesion components previously described in [section 2.7.1](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}. were used as independent predictors of language variables in another series of backward stepwise regression models. Separate models were run for each dependent variable, including a measure of lexical-semantic knowledge (i.e., fMRI task accuracy), a measure of lexical-semantic processing speed (i.e., fMRI task RT) and a measure of overall aphasia severity (i.e., WAB-R AQ). Of note, exponentiated RT (i.e., RT^exp^) was used rather than raw RT in order to correct for the left skew of the raw data and to improve the distribution of the residuals in reaction time models. Model assumptions were again checked using the aforementioned packages.

3. Results {#s0110}
==========

3.1. Whole-brain activity {#s0115}
-------------------------

Within the original sample, MR data were unusable due to hardware issues for two controls and due to artifact from implanted material in one patient (P35). Imaging data were not collected for another control subject due to claustrophobia in the scanner. Ultimately, fMRI data from 18 controls and 34 PWA were included in analyses of brain activation.

To characterize whole-brain activity and identify peaks within ROIs selected a priori, 2nd-level activation maps for *PICS-SCR* at an uncorrected voxel-wise threshold (*p* \< .001) were obtained (see the left panel of [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). In controls, the largest cluster was located in left posterior temporo-occipital cortex with sub-peaks located in LITG and the left fusiform gyrus. Another large posterior cluster was localized in the right middle and inferior occipital gyri and right fusiform gyrus with extension into right middle and inferior temporal gyri. Peak frontal activity in controls was found in all three parts of LIFG as well as clusters in left supplementary motor area (LSMA) and left superior medial frontal gyrus. In PWA, like controls, the largest clusters of activity were found in posterior regions, including bilateral ITG with extension into neighboring inferior occipital and fusiform gyri. Smaller posterior clusters were found in LAG, LMTG and left lingual gyrus. Peak frontal activity was located in LSMA with extension into superior and middle dorsomedial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Another cluster was found in ventral frontal regions, with sub-peaks within LIFG, pars orbitalis, left precentral gyrus and left posterior orbitofrontal cortex. These patterns of activation are consistent with the permutation test results (see Supplementary Material, Fig. S1).

Activation peaks were found in eight of the original 10 ROIs (no RAG or RMFG peaks) in controls and/or patients at the group level. It should be noted that the cluster PWA activated in the left temporoparietal cortex had sub-peaks in LMTG and LAG. Therefore, these two ROIs were collapsed into a single left temporoparietal cortex (LTPC) ROI. Thus, the final DCM model space (shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) included seven ROIs.[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} The MNI coordinates corresponding to regional peaks within each group (see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}) were used to create bounding masks to constrain the search space for extraction of individual participant peaks used in the effective connectivity analysis.Fig. 3DCM model space. Fourteen individual models (\#1--14) were constructed that belong to one of four model families, including Family A: Left-lateralized connectivity (i.e., no/minimal damage), Family B: Bilateral anterior-weighted connectivity (i.e., posterior damage models), Family C: Bilateral posterior-weighted connectivity (i.e., anterior damage models) and Family D: Right-lateralized connectivity (i.e., extensive left hemisphere damage). Latent connections (denoted by gray lines) were specified between all intrahemispheric ROIs and between interhemispheric homologues. The direction of task-modulated connections (denoted by the arrowhead) varied from model to model and was specified according to hypotheses regarding network connectivity patterns in healthy individuals and PWA. Task input (indicated by thick yellow arrows) was modeled to LITG and/or RITG in each model.Fig. 3Fig. 4Whole brain activation in controls (in cyan, at top) and patients (in red, at bottom) at an uncorrected threshold (p \< .001). Peak maxima within each ROI within each participant group are denoted by dashed-lined circles with MNI coordinates corresponding to each peak listed in the tables at the bottom of the figure. In controls, peak maxima for clusters of activation in RMTG and RITG were found in middle and inferior occipital cortex, respectively; MNI coordinates for these peaks are shown in brackets.Fig. 4

3.2. Tissue integrity and activation within cortical masks {#s0120}
----------------------------------------------------------

Bounding masks created based on the 2nd-level analyses are shown in Supplementary Material, Fig. S2. The lesioned tissue calculations revealed that the LIFGtri and LTPC masks were the most damaged regions across the patient group whereas the most spared left hemisphere ROI was LITG followed by LMFG (see [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). These findings are consistent with the whole brain lesion overlay ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}), which shows that the greatest areas of left hemisphere damage were localized to frontal and temporal lobe tissue nearest the Sylvian fissure.Table 3Lesion volume and percentage of spared tissue in each DCM ROI mask in PWA (AVG = average; SD = standard deviation).Table 3IDLesion volumeLMFGLIFGtriLTPCLITGP157,246.00100.00100.0042.59100.00P2249,934.0091.9630.5089.2496.12P3175,378.00100.0099.941.7792.62P484,778.00100.00100.0032.5092.09P5171,944.00100.0079.3830.9090.33P6298,967.0075.939.662.6897.87P7181,973.0097.0593.2161.0799.99P811,660.00100.00100.00100.00100.00P976,553.00100.00100.0044.28100.00P1032,114.00100.00100.0099.9980.58P11186,845.0099.3619.5889.0699.99P1212,131.00100.0099.8599.53100.00P1396,932.0094.6460.8287.06100.00P14189,309.0059.0887.2384.16100.00P15163,488.0099.9852.0368.7799.89P1669,643.0099.8292.3999.32100.00P1789,026.0099.7961.6995.54100.00P18164,327.00100.0011.9873.29100.00P19247,593.0079.349.0069.4099.99P20100,019.00100.00100.0099.1952.92P21172,812.0011.6367.4990.84100.00P22183,449.0099.0360.8926.0199.72P23184,390.0095.3284.6775.4996.99P24127,704.0079.3972.8288.5599.72P2576,654.00100.0088.2964.51100.00P2687,587.00100.0092.4499.9999.97P2751,699.00100.00100.0054.1196.89P28317,071.002.0053.9230.0789.24P2926,221.00100.0099.5297.94100.00P3034,148.00100.0096.49100.00100.00P311565.00100.00100.00100.00100.00P3280,283.0090.523.14100.00100.00P33186,520.0062.2912.99100.00100.00P34120,817.0095.2539.9694.1299.97AVG126,787.6589.1970.0073.2996.61SD82,129.9823.4933.6330.158.82[^6]Fig. 5Overlay of patients\' lesions.Fig. 5

For the effective connectivity analysis, noisy VOIs were extracted from LIFGtri for eight PWA (P5, P11, P18, P21, P22, P32, P33 and P34), LTPC for another eight PWA (P1, P4, P5, P6, P9, P25, P27 and P28), LMFG for two PWA (P21 and P28) and LITG for one patient (P20) due to anatomical damage. As per the previously-described VOI localization decision procedure, noisy VOIs were also extracted from ROIs outside the LIFGtri-LTPC-LITG lexical-semantic subnetwork, including LMFG for one patient (P13), RIFGtri for six patients (P4, P8, P11, P18, P25 and P30) and RMTG for one patient (P27) and one control. Four patients (P3, P10, P19 and P29) and one control demonstrated minimal activity within the majority of ROI masks and were excluded from the DCM analysis. All participants included in the effective connectivity analysis (i.e., 30 PWA and 17 controls) had at least five functional VOIs. VOI overlays for all controls and all PWA are shown in Supplementary Material, Figs. S3A and S3B, respectively. For each ROI, the distance between participants\' peak maxima and the center of ROI masks was calculated using the formula $d = \sqrt{\left( {x_{2} - x_{1}} \right)^{2} + \left( {y_{2} - y_{1}} \right)^{2} + \left( {z_{2} - z_{1}} \right)^{2}\ }$. No significant between-group differences were found in distance metrics for any ROI (LMFG: *t*(42) = −0.349, *p* = .729; LIFGtri:*t*(37) = −0.955, *p* = .345; LTPC: *t*(37) = −0.171, *p* = .865; LITG:, *t*(44) = −0.599, *p* = .552; RIFGtri: *t*(39) = 1.009, *p* = .319; RMTG: *t*(43) = 1.235, *p* = .228; RITG: *t*(45) = 0.370, *p* = .713), indicating that activation used in the DCM analysis was extracted from a similar location within MNI space and was comparable in patients and controls across regions (see Supplementary Material, Fig. S3C).

3.3. DCM model-level inference {#s0125}
------------------------------

Single-subject and group-level model fit was quantified by the exceedance probability (xp) values of each model and model family. High xp values (e.g., ≥ 0.90) reflect that a given model or family explains the variance in the time series to a greater extent than prior expectation suggests. Consistent with our hypotheses, Family A: Left-lateralized connectivity (i.e., no/minimal damage) was a good fit for controls\' data with an xp value of 0.949. The best-fit individual model was model \#4 (xp = 0.750) followed by model \#2 (xp = 0.151) in the control group. Contrary to our hypotheses, the best-fit families in PWA were Family A: Left-lateralized connectivity (i.e., no/minimal damage) (xp = 0.568) and Family C: Bilateral posterior-weighted connectivity (i.e., anterior damage models) (xp = 0.424). Nonetheless, consistent with the family-wise BMS findings, the best-fit individual model was model \#10 (xp = 0.527) followed by models \#4 (xp = 0.3341) and \#2 (xp = 0.054) in the patient group. See [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} for a visualization of the model fit results. As mentioned previously, because of the heterogeneity in model fit, BMA weighted across all model families was performed, which yielded a single set of parameters for each participant that was further examined.Fig. 6Model fit. (A) Family-wise Bayesian Model Selection (BMS) in both participant groups and individual model results in (B) controls (top) and patients (bottom).Fig. 6

3.4. DCM parameter-level inference {#s0130}
----------------------------------

One-sample *t*-tests of controls\' task-modulated connections for *PICS* yielded significant results only for connections driven by LITG (i.e., LITG➔LIFGtri, LITG➔LMFG, LITG➔LTPC, and LITG➔RITG) ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A). On the other hand, the semantic condition of *PICS* significantly modulated many bilateral connections within the patients\' semantic network. Like controls, the LITG-driven connections were significant, and additional significant connections included LIFGtri➔LMFG within the left hemisphere, interhemispheric connections (i.e., LIFGtri➔RIFGtri and RITG➔LITG) and several right intrahemispheric connections (i.e., RIFGtri➔RMTG, RITG➔RIFGtri and RITG➔RMTG) ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 7Task-modulated connectivity. Significant connections in (A) controls and (B) patients where the arrowhead indicates the direction of the connection between regions and the parameter value is shown in Hertz.Fig. 7

When comparing the two groups directly with one-way MANOVAs, the overall effect of group was not significant for right intrahemispheric task-modulated coupling (*F*(6,40) = 0.771, Pillai\'s trace = 0.104, unadjusted *p* = .597, FDR-adjusted p = .597). The main effect of group was on the cusp of significance for interhemispheric connectivity (*F*(6,40) = 2.337, Pillai\'s trace = 0.260, unadjusted *p* = .050, FDR-adjusted *p* = .075), yet none of the univariate effects of the interhemispheric model survived multiple comparison correction. By contrast, the effect of group was significant in the left intrahemispheric connection model (*F*(12,34) = 3.518, Pillai\'s trace = 0.554, unadjusted *p* = .002, FDR-adjusted *p*-value = .006). After FDR correction, univariate results showed that modulation by the semantic task resulted in stronger excitatory coupling for LITG➔LIFGtri (*F*(1,45) = 18.826, *p* = .001) and LITG➔LTPC (*F*(1,45) = 9.393, *p* = .022) in controls relative to PWA. Of note, the between-group differences were the result of differences in connection strength rather than the nature of the connections. Specifically, excitatory, rather than inhibitory, task-modulated coupling was found for all connections significantly recruited within each group. Complete between-group multivariate and univariate results are shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}.Table 4Summary of between-group comparisons in task-modulated DCM parameters.Table 4(df) F-statParameter strength in Hz (mean±SD)Unadjusted p-valuesBH-adjusted p-values**Left intrahemispheric(12,34) 3.518--0.002\*\*0.006\*\***LIFGtri ➔ LITG(1,45) 0.000HC: 0.032 ± 0.2480.9780.978PWA: 0.034 ± 0.209LIFGtri ➔ LMFG(1,45) 0.327HC: 0.098 ± 0.2260.5700.760PWA: 0.129 ± 0.351LIFGtri ➔ LTPC(1,45) 3.719HC: 0.157 ± 0.4580.060\^0.120PWA: -0.034 ± 0.075LITG ➔ LIFGtri(1,45) 18.826HC: 0.938 ± 0.709\< 0.001\*\*\*0.001\*\*PWA: 0.234 ± 0.444LITG ➔ LMFG(1,45) 3.836HC: 0.824 ± 0.4650.056\^0.120PWA: 0.519 ± 0.504LITG ➔ LTPC(1,45) 9.393HC: 0.834 ± 0.5910.004\*\*0.022\*PWA: 0.345 ± 0.503LMFG ➔ LIFGtri(1,45) 1.147HC: -0.040 ± 0.2390.2900.435PWA: 0.048 ± 0.239LMFG ➔ LITG(1,45) 5.631HC: -0.196 ± 0.4710.022\*0.086PWA: 0.086 ± 0.240LMFG ➔ LTPC(1,45) 5.120HC: 0.108 ±  0.3720.029\*0.086PWA: -0.033 ± 0.151LTPC ➔ LIFGtri(1,45) 0.138HC: -0.019 ± 0.2010.7120.776PWA: 0.007 ± 0.135LTPC ➔ LITG(1,45) 2.744HC: -0.260 ± 1.1050.1050.179PWA: 0.096 ± 0.183LTPC ➔ LMFG(1,45) 0.198HC: 0.037 ± 0.2480.6590.776PWA: 0.037 ± 0.108**Right intrahemispheric(6,40) 0.771--0.5970.597**RIFGtri ➔ RITG(1,45) 2.641HC: -0.032 ± 0.0980.1110.383PWA: 0.095 ± 0.272RIFGtri ➔ RMTG(1,45) 0.044HC: 0.062 ± 0.1800.8350.835PWA: 0.060 ± 0.131RITG ➔ RIFGtri(1,45) 1.038HC: 0.209 ± 0.4220.3140.627PWA: 0.362 ± 0.653RITG ➔ RMTG(1,45) 0.074HC: 0.317 ± 0.5960.7870.835PWA: 0.364 ± 0.460RMTG ➔ RIFGtri(1,45) 0.063HC: 0.023 ± 0.1780.8030.835PWA: 0.036 ± 0.188RMTG ➔ RITG(1,45) 2.408HC: -0.041 ± 0.1960.1280.383PWA: 0.063 ± 0.206**Inter-hemispheric(6,40) 2.337--0.050\^0.075\^**LIFGtri ➔ RIFGtri(1,45) 6.647HC: 0.163 ± 0.2470.013\*0.080PWA: 0.026 ± 0.121LITG ➔ RITG(1,45) 3.396HC: 0.774 ± 0.6710.072\^0.216PWA: 0.515 ± 0.515LMFG ➔ RIFGtri(1,45) 1.672HC: 0.001 ± 0.0040.2030.314PWA: -0.001 ± 0.004RIFGtri ➔ LIFGtri(1,45) 1.621HC: -0.080 ± 0.2230.2100.314PWA: 0.101 ± 0.332RIFGtri ➔ LITG(1,45) 0.310HC: -0.001 ± 0.0040.5810.581PWA: -0.001 ± 0.004RIFGtri ➔ LMFG(1,45) 0.378HC: 0.498 ± 0.5810.5420.581PWA: 0.517 ± 0.399[^7]

3.5. Relationships between lesion characteristics, effective connectivity and language skills in PWA {#s0135}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The PCA of task-modulated connections resulted in a total of five components that explained 66% of the variance in Ep.B values. As shown in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A, four right intrahemispheric connections (i.e., RIFGtri➔RITG, RIFGtri➔RMTG, RMTG➔RIFGtri and RMTG➔RITG) and one interhemispheric connection (i.e., LIFGtri➔RIFGtri) positively loaded onto the first connectivity component, hereafter referred to as CC1: RH connectivity. The second component included positive loading of three connections with modulated bilateral frontal regions (i.e., LIFGtri➔LMFG, RIFGtri➔LIFGtri and RITG➔RIFGtri) and negative loading of LITG➔LTPC; given the positive loadings, this component was dubbed CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs. The third component---renamed CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROIs---included positive loadings of left intrahemispheric connections (i.e., LITG➔LIFGtri, LMFG➔LIFGtri, LTPC➔LIFGtri, LTPC➔LMFG) in which left frontal regions were modulated by other left hemisphere ROIs. The three connections in which LITG was modulated by other left hemisphere regions (i.e., LIFGtri➔LITG, LMFG➔LITG and LTPC➔LITG) positively loaded onto the fourth component---renamed CC4: IntraLH, target LITG. Last, a mix of positive (i.e., LIFGtri➔LTPC and LMFG➔LTPC) and negative (i.e., LITG➔RITG, RITG➔LITG) loadings comprised the fifth component---dubbed CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs. Certain connections did not load heavily onto any component; nonetheless, this five-component solution was retained to minimize the number of DCM variables in subsequent analyses.Fig. 8Loadings onto PCA components for (A) DCM connection parameters and (B) regional percentage of damage. Positive and negative loadings are shaded in red and blue, respectively. CC = connectivity component, LC = lesion component, RH = Right hemisphere, ROIs = regions of interest, IntraLH = left intrahemispheric connections, WM = white matter.Fig. 8

The PCA of lesion variables loaded onto five principal components that explained approximately 83% of the variance in damaged tissue data.[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"} As shown in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B, the first lesion component---renamed LC1: Dorsal damage---included heavy positive loading of frontal dorsal structures (i.e., LPreCG, LMFG, all parts of LIFG, LSMG and LAF anterior and long segments) and LUF and LSTG, structures anteriorly connected to dorsal regions. Temporal lobe regions and tracts (i.e., LSTG, LSTGpole, LMTG, LMTGpole, LITG, LILF and the posterior segment of LAF) positively loaded onto the second component, renamed LC2: Ventral damage. Structures that positively loaded onto the third component---dubbed LC3: Parietal damage---included LSMG, LAG and the posterior portion of the LAF. Positive loadings of LPreCG, LMFG and LCCallosum comprised the fourth component, renamed LC4: Superior frontal damage. The final component---renamed LC5: WM damage---primarily included positive loadings of white matter tracts (i.e., LIFOF, LUF, LCCallosum and LaCommissure) as well as STGpole. These five lesion components were used as independent variables in subsequent analyses reported below.

### 3.5.1. Relationship between effective connections and lesion variables {#s0140}

Separate backward stepwise regression models were run to determine if lesion variables (i.e., LC1: Dorsal damage, LC2: Ventral damage, LC3: Parietal damage, LC4: Superior frontal damage, LC5: WM damage and total lesion volume) predicted connectivity, as captured by the five DCM components (i.e., CC1: RH connectivity; CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs; CC3: IntraLH, target frontal; CC4: IntraLH, target LITG and CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs). The full results of final models are shown in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}. Significant independent lesion predictors of each DCM component are illustrated in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}.Table 5Summary of backward stepwise regressions predicting five DCM connection components from lesion variables.Table 5Overall modelDCM Variable(df) *F-statp-valueR*^*2*^Lesion Predictors*p-value*CC1: RH connectivity(3,26) *4.48*0.012\*0.341LC3: *β =* −0.280, t *=* −1.7590.090LC4: *β =* 0.404, t *=* 2.5350.018\*LC5: *β =* −0.315, t *=* −1.9760.059\^CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs----------CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROIs(3,26) *3.15*0.042\*0.266LC2: *β =* 0.529, t *=* 2.7050.012\*LC3: *β =* 0.311, t *=* 1.7380.094Vol.: *β =* −5.853^−06^, t *=* −2.2690.032\*CC4: IntraLH, target LITG(2,27) *3.91*0.032\*0.225LC1: *β =* −0.353, t *=* −1.6800.104Vol.: *β =* 7.417^−06^, t *=* 2.7970.009\*\*CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs(4,25) *3.32*0.026\*0.347LC1: *β =* 0.443, t *=* 1.9510.062\^LC4: *β =* 0.360, t *=* 1.7510.092LC5: *β =* 0.594, t *=* 3.3850.002\*\*Vol.: *β =* −8.528^−06^, t *=* −2.5150.019\*[^8]Fig. 9Lesion predictors of DCM components. In the central image, colored arrows reflect connections that heavily loaded onto components (at −0.50 ≤ or ≥ 0.50), where pink = CC1: RH connectivity; white = CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs; green = CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROIs; yellow = CC4: IntraLH, target LITG; and blue = CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROI connections. The images and colored text at the far left and right illustrate significant lesion predictors of each DCM connection component (*p* \< .05) from regression models summarized in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, where LC = lesion component, \~ = associated with, ↑ = higher, ↓ = lower.Fig. 9

The following significant relationships emerged. First, the overall model predicting CC1: RH connectivity was significant (*F*(3,26) = 4.48, *p* = .012) and explained approximately 34% of the variance in these connectivity parameters. With all other variables within this model held constant, higher CC1: RH connectivity was significantly predicted by greater damage to structures that loaded onto LC4: Superior frontal damage (i.e., LPreCG, LMFG and LCCallosum) (*β =* 0.404, *t* = 2.535, *p* = .018). A trending association between less damage to ROIs that loaded onto LC5: WM damage (most notably ventral association and commissural white matter tracts) and higher CC1: RH connectivity was also observed (*β* = −0.315, *t* = −1.976, *p* = .059) with LC3 and LC4 held constant.

When CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs was the dependent variable, backward stepwise regression yielded an intercept-only model, indicating that none of the lesion variables were related to the strength of these connections. By contrast, the final model predicting CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROIs was significant (*F*(3,26) = 3.15, *p* = .042) and explained approximately 27% of the variance in these connectivity parameters. Within this model, greater CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROI connectivity was associated with higher LC2: Ventral damage (*β =* 0.529, *t* = 2.705, p = .012) and lower total lesion volume (*β* = −5.853^−06^, *t* = −2.269, *p* = .032) when other variables within the model were held constant.

Next, the final model for CC4: IntraLH, target LITG was also significant (*F*(2,27) = 3.91, p = .032) and explained approximately 23% of the variance in CC4. With LC1 scores held constant within the model, lesion volume was the only independent predictor (*β* = 7.417^−06^, *t* = 2.797, *p* = .009), indicating that patients with greater overall left hemisphere damage demonstrated stronger connectivity of connections in which LITG was modulated by other left hemisphere ROIs. Last, the overall model for CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs was significant (*F*(4,25) = 3.32, *p* = .026), explaining around 35% of the variance in the data. When other variables within the model were held constant, significant independent predictors included LC5: WM damage (*β* = 0.594, *t* = 3.385, *p* = .002) and total lesion volume (*β* = −8.528^−06^, *t* = −2.515, *p* = .019) with a trending prediction by LC1: Dorsal damage (*β =* 0.443, *t* = 1.951, *p* = .062). In other words, stronger CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROI connectivity was associated with smaller overall lesion volume but greater damage to LILF, LIFOF, the left portions of commissural tracts and left dorsal structures when these variables were considered together.

Follow-up analyses were conducted to determine whether noisy VOIs influenced the relationships between DCM and lesion components. Of the seven regions included in the DCM analysis, a noisy signal was extracted for more than one patient from LMFG, LIFGtri, LTPC and RIFGtri. As shown in Supplementary Table S3, significant relationships were not found between most DCM components and binary noisy VOI variables. Exceptions included significant relationships between CC4: IntraLH, target LITG and noisy LMFG VOIs (*r* = 0.455, *p* = .011, uncorrected) as well as CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs and noisy LTPC VOIs (*r* = −0.575, *p* \< .001, uncorrected). As shown in Supplementary Table S4, when the CC4: IntraLH, target LITG regression model was re-run controlling for noisy LMFG VOIs, the overall model remained significant (*F*(3,26) = 3.26, *p* = .037); consistent with the previous results, total lesion volume remained the only significant independent predictor (*β* = 6.636^−06^, *t* = 2.475, *p* = .020) when other model variables were held constant. When the CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs regression model was re-run controlling for noisy LTPC VOIs, the multivariate model was signficant (*F*(5,24) = 3.54, *p* = .015), but none of the variables were significant independent predictors when included within the same model. Thus, it can be inferred that noisy LTPC VOIs (that were extracted due to highly damaged LTPC masks) and other previously-significant predictors in the model (i.e., lesion PC5 and total lesion volume) captured the same variance in CC5 connectivity.

### 3.5.2. Effective connectivity and lesion predictors of language skills {#s0145}

The final backward stepwise regression models[4](#fn0020){ref-type="fn"} predicting language abilities from DCM and lesion components are summarized in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}. The final model for fMRI task accuracy was nearly significant (*F*(4,25) = 2.74, *p* = .051) and explained approximately 31% of the variance in task accuracy. Of the four factors retained in the final model, LC1: Dorsal damage was a significant predictor (*β* = −0.055, *t* = −2.068, *p* = .049) and LC2: Ventral damage trended towards significance (*β* = −0.057, *t* = −1.992, *p* = .057) when other model variables were held constant.Table 6Summary of backward stepwise regressions predicting language abilities from DCM connection and lesion components.Table 6Overall modelVariable(df) *F-statp-valueR*^*2*^DCM & Lesion Predictors*p-value*fMRI task %acc(4,25) *2.74*0.051\^0.305CC2: *β* = 0.041, t = 1.5040.145CC5: *β* = -0.038, t = −1.3560.187LC1: *β* = −0.055, t = −2.0680.049\*LC2: *β* = −0.057, t = −1.9920.057\^fMRI task RT^exp^(4,25) *4.44*0.008\*\*0.416CC2: *β* = 0.753, t = 2.0780.048\*CC3: *β* = 0.843, t = 2.3300.028\*CC5: *β* = −0.732, t = −1.9980.057\^LC3: *β* = 0.506, t = 1.3350.194WAB-R AQ(4,25) *5.50*0.003\*\*0.468CC4: *β* = −5.410, t = −1.5020.146LC1: *β* = −10.801, t = −3.1220.005\*\*LC2: *β* = −8.004, t = −2.2450.034\*LC5: *β* = −5.057, t = −1.4460.161[^9]

The final model predicting RT^exp^ from DCM and lesion components was significant (*F*(4,25) = 4.44, *p* = .008) and included four predictors that explained approximately 42% of the variance in reaction time. Within this model, longer RTs were significantly related to greater connectivity of CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs (*β* = 0.753, *t* = 2.078, *p* = .048) (when CC3, CC5 and LC3 were held constant) and CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROIs (*β* = 0.843, *t* = 2.330, *p* = .028) (when CC2, CC5 and LC3 were held constant). With the other component scores included in the model held constant, higher connectivity of CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs trended towards lower RT^exp^ (*β* = −0.732, *t* = −1.998, p = .057).

For WAB-R AQ, the final model was also significant (*F*(4,25) = 5.50, *p* = .003) and included one DCM and three lesion components that explained approximately 47% of the variance in aphasia severity. With the other lesion variables and CC4 held constant, significant independent predictors included LC1: Dorsal damage (*β* = −10.801, *t* = −3.122, *p* = .005) and LC2: Ventral damage (*β* = −8.004, *t* = −2.245, *p* = .034), indicating that greater damage to structures throughout the left hemisphere is related to more severe aphasia. The implications of specific findings regarding connectivity and lesion predictors of language skills are discussed in greater detail below.

4. Discussion {#s0150}
=============

The overarching aims of this study were to determine differences in lexical-semantic task-based connectivity between patients with chronic aphasia and healthy controls and to investigate whether a lesion- and connectivity-based hierarchical model of language conforms to patterns of chronic aphasia recovery documented in the patient literature. At the level of network models, controls demonstrated the predicted preference for models in Family A: Left-lateralized connectivity (i.e., no/minimal damage) whereas patients demonstrated an unexpected split preference for Family A and Family C: Bilateral posterior-weighted connectivity (i.e., anterior damage models). At the level of network connections, only connections within the left hemisphere were significantly modulated by the semantic feature judgment task for controls while several connections within and between both hemispheres were modulated by the task in PWA. Direct comparison of connectivity parameters revealed that PWA had significantly weaker left intrahemispheric task-modulated connectivity for certain connections (i.e., LITG➔LIFGtri, LITG➔LTPC) than did controls. Within PWA, the proposed hierarchical lesion-connectivity model ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) was partially validated.

4.1. Differences between PWA and controls in bilateral lexical-semantic network connectivity {#s0155}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In terms of model-level inferences, the results in the healthy control group align with our predictions. Specifically, models within Family A: Left-lateralized connectivity were specifically created to mimic likely lexical-semantic connectivity patterns in healthy individuals, and these models were an excellent fit for the control data. Furthermore, the individual best-fit model for controls was model \#4, a model that not only included full bidirectional left intrahemispheric connections but also modeled interhemispheric connections between prefrontal and inferior temporal regions. Older healthy individuals may rely on bilateral involvement during lexical-semantic tasks due to normal aging, an interpretation which has been suggested previously in the healthy aging literature ([@bb0030]; [@bb0185]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0440]; [@bb0485]; [@bb0520]).

In PWA, best-fit model families partially aligned with predictions per our proposed hierarchy (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). If network characteristics were indeed completely driven by lesion size and location, we expected model fit to be split between Family B: Bilateral anterior-weighted connectivity (i.e., posterior damage models), Family C: Bilateral posterior-weighted connectivity (i.e., anterior damage models) and Family D: Right-lateralized connectivity (i.e., extensive left hemisphere damage). However, the best-fit family for PWA was Family A, followed by Family C with very low probability values for either Family B or D. Indeed, the individual models that best explained the patient group data belonged to these families: model \#10 (from Family C) was the best-fit individual model across the patient group, followed by models \#4 and \#2 (from Family A). Model \#10 was created to model potential functional reorganization (including bidirectional connections between LMFG-LTPC, LMFG-LITG, LMFG-RIFGtri and RIFGtri-RITG) in the face of damage to and disconnect from LIFGtri. On the other hand, models \#2 and \#4 were created to reflect different patterns of "normal" left-lateralized connectivity of an intact lexical-semantic system. While some patients (e.g., P1, P12 and P31) who demonstrated a preference for models \#2 or \#4 had relatively little damage to left hemisphere structures, other individuals (e.g., P5, P6 and P7) exhibited a notable degree of damage to frontal, temporal, and/or parietal regions, indicating that task-based connectivity was not entirely dictated by structural damage in these patients. This is a point that we return to and explore in greater detail in section, [4.2.1. Lesion and connectivity relationships in PWA](#s0165){ref-type="sec"}.

The parameter-level results yielded some similarities but also striking differences between patients and controls. In line with our hypotheses, the lexical-semantic task significantly modulated several left intrahemispheric connections in both controls and PWA, including connections in which LITG exerted a modulatory effect on other network ROIs (i.e., LMFG, LIFGtri, LTPC and RITG). These results make sense given that exogenous task input was modeled to LITG in most network models. These results may also reflect the importance of temporal cortex in general and inferior temporal regions in particular in lexical-semantic processing in healthy individuals ([@bb0070]; [@bb0570]; [@bb0740]) and in PWA ([@bb0170]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0295]; [@bb0635]; [@bb0665]).

Also consistent with our predictions, certain left intrahemispheric task-modulated connections (i.e., LITG➔LIFGtri, LITG➔LTPC) were significantly stronger in controls compared to PWA, which aligns with results from other connectivity studies comparing patients with chronic aphasia to healthy individuals ([@bb0275]; [@bb0465]; [@bb0660]). Contrary to our predictions, patients did not recruit all LMFG-driven, intrahemispheric connections to a greater extent than did controls. In fact, at uncorrected statistical threshold, the results indicate that patients exhibited stronger excitatory connectivity of LMFG➔LITG than controls, but controls exhibited stronger excitatory connectivity of LMFG➔LTPC than did patients. Stronger excitatory coupling of LMFG➔LTPC in controls may reflect normal top-down modulation of lexical-semantic representations seen in healthy individuals ([@bb0065]; [@bb0790]) that patients lack. On the other hand, heightened modulation of LMFG➔LITG in PWA could be a consequence of damage to other left hemisphere regions, a hypothesis that is supported by the relationship between total lesion volume and LITG-modulated connections within this sample (see [4.2.1. Lesion and connectivity relationships in PWA](#s0165){ref-type="sec"}). Noteably, LMFG-driven connections were not significantly recruited in either group, a finding that is in direct contrast to [@bb0475] but could be attributed to a variety of methodological differences between studies (e.g., modeling of nuisance regressors within the GLM, selection and localization of VOIs, modeling of regions within the model space, patients included in the DCM analyses, etc.).

Although the between-group comparisons of other connections did not reach statistical significance (possibly due to lack of power), the one-sample *t*-tests revealed that PWA significantly recruited additional connections that controls did not. Specifically, in patients, the semantic feature task significantly modulated more interhemispheric interactions, including LIFGtri➔RIFGtri and RITG➔LITG (see [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B). A significant connection from LIFGtri to LMFG was also observed in patients but not in controls, which may reflect the importance of intrahemispheric connectivity of left frontal regions that we asserted in our previous work (see [@bb0475] but note the difference in directionality of LIFGtri and LMFG connectivity in that study). Finally, significant coupling between several regions within the right hemisphere was observed in the patients, as per our hypotheses. It is possible that patients recruited a broader network of connections to compensate for reduced functional coherence within the network due to functional and/or structural disconnection, which is one potential mechanism of neural reorganization in aphasia proposed by [@bb0010]. While this assertion cannot be confirmed, it is clear that the topology of the lexical-semantic network differed between controls and PWA.

4.2. The hierarchical lesion- and connectivity-based chronic aphasia recovery model: Revisited {#s0160}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the central goals of this study was to explicitly test whether lesion, connectivity and language profiles in PWA adhere to a recovery hierarchy similar to [@bb0320]. Specifically, we examined potential relationships between lesion (left column in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), effective connectivity (middle column in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) and language performance (right column in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

### 4.2.1. Lesion and connectivity relationships in PWA {#s0165}

As shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, we proposed that damage to left hemisphere tissue in chronic aphasia results in shifts from normal, left intrahemispheric-lateralized connectivity patterns to heightened interhemispheric and right intrahemispheric connectivity. Consistent with this proposal, we found that damage to specific left hemisphere structures---primarily LPreCG, LMFG and corpus callosum---was significantly related to higher right intrahemispheric connectivity. This result aligns with previous literature citing links between brain damage and heightened contralesional connectivity or activity in patients with chronic stroke ([@bb0295], [@bb0300]; [@bb0325]; [@bb0610]; [@bb0665]; [@bb0680], [@bb0675]; [@bb0775]). Damage to specific left hemisphere structures was also associated with heightened intrahemispheric connectivity within presumed spared left hemisphere tissue. Specifically, greater damage to ventral temporal regions (i.e., LC2: Ventral damage) was associated with higher connectivity of left intrahemispheric connections involving modulation of left prefrontal regions (i.e., LMFG and LIFGtri). While this pattern was not explicitly modeled within our hierarchical recovery model, it is consistent with previous work demonstrating that damage to portions of left perisylvian language areas results in recruitment of spared ipsilesional tissue ([@bb0640]; [@bb0665]; [@bb0680], [@bb0675]).

Left intrahemispheric connectivity patterns were also altered in the face of greater total extent of left hemisphere damage. As expected, larger lesion volumes were associated with weaker connectivity of left intrahemispheric connections involving modulation of frontal regions (CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROIs). Less expected was the relationship between greater lesion volume and stronger connections with LITG modulation (CC4: IntraLH, target LITG). Normal semantic feature task-modulated connectivity (as indicated by the control group) was characterized by the recruitment of LITG-*driven* connections to other left hemisphere regions; a highly-damaged left hemisphere may render LITG a non-functional, sole driver of left ROIs, resulting in heightened LITG-*modulated* connectivity in the patients.

Finally, the relationships between lesion and the two DCM components onto which bilateral intrahemispheric and interhemispheric connections loaded do not neatly fit within the hierarchical recovery model. We ultimately found that greater left intrahemispheric and interhemispheric modulation of posterior regions (CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs) was collectively predicted by a combination of factors (i.e., LC: WM damage, lesion volume and noisy LTPC VOIs), none of which independently predicted CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROI connectivity. This result likely reflects common lesion and connectivity patterns in individuals with noisy LTPC VOIs. Specifically, patients with highly-damaged left temporoparietal cortex have higher lesion volumes (relative to individuals without noisy LTPC VOIs) but relatively spared deep WM pathways and exhibit lower left intrahemispheric modulation of LTPC (i.e., LIFGtri➔LTPC and LMFG➔LTPC, which positively loaded on CC5) and higher bidirectional interhemispheric connectivity between LITG and RITG (connections which negatively loaded onto CC5). On the other hand, no significant relationships between lesion factors---lesion components or overall lesion volume---and CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs were found. The connections that loaded most heavily onto this component (LIFGtri➔LMFG, RIFGtri➔LIFGtri, RITG➔RIFGtri and LITG➔LMTG) are spatially distant, which may be one reason this subnetwork was not linked to the integrity of specific left hemisphere structures. It may be that regardless of lesion location or size, a general consequence of stroke in aphasia is increased recruitment of certain connections within and between both hemispheres to support language processing (see [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B). This hypothesis is consistent with the phenomenon of chronic hyperconnectivity following stroke, where additional functional detour paths are maintained in an effort to compensate for the loss of connectivity of network hubs (see [@bb0330] for review).

In all, the lesion and connectivity results indicate that the broader lexical-semantic task-modulated network seen in PWA compared to controls was related to---but not entirely dictated by---lesion nor by the inclusion of noisy VOIs. For example, no relationships were found between lesion variables and the strength of connections that heavily loaded onto CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs, of which three connections (RITG➔RIFGtri, LIFGtri➔LMFG and LITG➔LTPC) were significantly recruited within the patient sample. By contrast, greater damage to left superior frontal structures was related to higher CC1: RH connectivity while damage to left ventral regions resulted in heightened connectivity of left intrahemispheric frontal-modulated connections. Greater total lesion volume was related to reduced connectivity of CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROIs and CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs, consistent with the notion that general overall damage results in functional disconnection. Surprisingly, greater total lesion volume was associated with higher CC4: IntraLH, target LITG connectivity, a finding which may reflect deviation from normal lexical-semantic connectivity patterns in the event of extensive left hemisphere damage. Similar to patterns outlined in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, these results indicate that connectivity shifts both to left and right intrahemispheric connections when insufficient tissue within the left hemisphere language network remains. How these lesion and connectivity patterns were related to patients\' language abilities is addressed in the following section.

### 4.2.2. Lesion and connectivity differentially predict language skills in PWA {#s0170}

With regards to the relation between neuroimaging metrics and language performance, our approach entailed determining connectivity parameters and lesion factors that predicted fMRI task performance (per accuracy and RT) and overall aphasia severity (per WAB-R AQ). First, we found that lesion metrics significantly predicted both fMRI task accuracy and WAB-R AQ. Specifically, less frontal dorsal damage (i.e., LC1) was related to better accuracy on the fMRI task, which is consistent with our prior work ([@bb0475]; [@bb0665]) and with studies indicating that lesions to inferior frontal cortex in particular result in deficits of semantic control (e.g., [@bb0415]; [@bb0515]; [@bb0780]; [@bb0785]). We also found strong negative associations between aphasia severity (WAB-R AQ) and LC1: Dorsal damage and LC2: Ventral damage. The inclusion of both these component variables within this model likely reflects overall lesion volume. Consistent with our hypotheses and prior studies (e.g., [@bb0220]; [@bb0365]; [@bb0400]; [@bb0420]), extensive left hemisphere damage resulted in more severe aphasia within the patient sample. Taken together, it may be that the integrity of specific brain structures---rather than the gross integrity of an entire hemisphere---is critical for determining the degree of specific linguistic impairments ([@bb0090]; [@bb0680]) while lesion volume alone can serve as a sufficient proxy for global deficits associated with aphasia.

By contrast, connectivity components were the best predictors of fMRI task reaction time, a proxy for processing speed for lexical-semantic decision-making. Specifically, stronger connectivity of left intrahemisperic frontal-modulated (CC3: IntraLH, target frontal ROIs) and bilateral frontal-modulated (CC2: Target bilateral frontal ROIs) connections---and trending weaker connectivity of bilateral posterior-modulated connections (CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs)---predicted shorter RTs within the patient group. While direct relationships between fMRI task accuracy and DCM components were not found, it should be noted that shorter RTs were associated with lower accuracy on the fMRI task for patients (*r* = 0.468, *p* = .009). Considered together, the RT results suggest that PWA who were slow to respond during the task (but with good accuracy) had strong excitatory connectivity of connections that primarily involved the modulation of frontal regions (i.e., LIFGtri➔LMFG, RIFGtri➔LIFGtri, and RITG➔RIFGtri from CC2 and LITG➔LIFGtri, LMFG➔LIFGtri, LTPC➔LIFGtri, LTPC➔LMFG from CC3). Heightened modulation of LIFGtri particularly coheres with studies that have suggested LIFG activity and/or connectivity is critical for tasks requiring semantic access or control, both in healthy individuals (e.g., [@bb0035]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0195]; [@bb0290]; [@bb0515]; [@bb0555]; [@bb0705]; [@bb0760]) and PWA (e.g., [@bb0005], [@bb0010]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0405]; [@bb0450]; [@bb0600]; [@bb0605]; [@bb0665]; [@bb0310]; [@bb0525]). On the other hand, patients who responded quickly (but with poor accuracy) exhibited strong connectivity of connections that positively loaded onto CC5: Target bilateral posterior ROIs (i.e., LIFGtri➔LTPC and LMFG➔LTPC). This result is more challenging to reconcile with the existing literature, given that other studies (e.g., [@bb0095]; [@bb0170]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0280]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0550]; [@bb0635]; [@bb0670]; [@bb0765]) have highlighted the preservation and/or activation of left temporoparietal cortex in conserving patients\' lexical-semantic abilities. For example, [@bb0670] found that LTPC lesions resulted in an impaired ability to make relatedness judgments for abstract (but not concrete) words. [@bb0295] found that patients with more preserved LTPC cortical and underlying white matter tissue demonstrated greater levels of distributed semantic task activation and that these factors positively predicted patient\'s language skills inside and outside the scanner. Nonetheless, in [@bb0475], we also found that greater local activity of LpMTG---a region that overlapped the LTPC mask---was related to poor lexical-semantic skills on an out-of-scanner task, a finding which is compatible with the present result.

Overall, performance on the fMRI task (per accuracy and RT) was generally related to less damage to and greater task-modulated connectivity of frontal areas whereas overall aphasia severity was predicted best by spared tissue within left hemisphere ventral and dorsal ROIs---a proxy for overall lesion volume. While the relationships between lesion components and language variables were in line with our hypotheses, the fact that the DCM connection components were poor predictors of language abilities was not. In [@bb0475], we found that greater accuracy on the semantic judgment fMRI task was related to stronger connectivity of LpMTG➔LIFGtri. This discrepancy could be attributed to the vastly different model spaces employed in the two investigations or to other methodological differences between the studies (e.g., modeling within the GLM, VOI identification, non-overlapping participants, and/or use of DCM components). Alternatively, it may be that the connectivity patterns within the patient group reflect processes not directly related to---or captured by---fMRI task accuracy. For example, [@bb0265] suggested that heightened or altered functional brain responses could reflect increased cognitive effort during language tasks in PWA, a phenomenon which can occur independent of task accuracy. In particular, the right intrahemispheric frontotemporal connections significantly recruited in PWA may indicate the recruitment of additional goal-directed attentional resources or working memory rather than lexical-semantic processing in itself ([@bb0270]; [@bb0680]; [@bb0525]). DCM connections may instead reflect characteristics inherent to the functional topology of these regions in these patients that are not than specific to cognitive processes. This hypothesis is similar to a conclusion drawn by [@bb0680], where the authors hypothesized that certain activation patterns---or in the present study, connectivity patterns---may reflect reorganization of language networks established in earlier phases of aphasia recovery.

4.3. Limitations and future directions {#s0175}
--------------------------------------

What do the present findings mean for predictive modeling of chronic aphasia recovery? In the present study, lesion variables were strong predictors of both task-based connectivity and language abilities within patients. While the damaged tissue components allowed for more nuanced interpretations regarding the effect of lesion than total lesion volume alone, the selected ROIs did not cover the entire brain. Thus, meaningful lesion information may have been excluded from these analyses. Challenges in defining and using lesion variables to predict individual aphasia recovery have been previously highlighted ([@bb0585]), but the inclusion of functional metrics into recovery models may be frought with even more issues. Unlike lesion measures---which are static and unchanging---functional metrics are dynamic and can be easily influenced by factors unrelated to aphasia severity or general recovery. In the present study, for example, we used a semantic feature judgment task---which required participants to view pictures, read written features and make judgments regarding those features---as a proxy for the language network. It is possible that different results (e.g., less reliance on LITG connectivity) could have been attained had a different task been utilized.

Moreover, functional and effective connectivity results depend to some extent on methodology, and presently, there is no gold standard for how to perform connectivity modeling in chronic aphasia. For example, the use of the noisy VOI methodology in the present study meant that the relationships between lesion, language and connectivity were partially influenced by the presence of noisy signals, particularly for connections involving LTPC. However, the alternative would have been removing patients from the DCM analyses, an approach that has been utilized in previous DCM studies ([@bb0165]; [@bb0465]), but results in the exclusion of patients representative of the larger aphasic population. Furthermore, connectivity methods like DCM are inherently ROI-based approaches and depend on the selection and modeling of regions. Therefore, the present results reflect the DCM model space used to test our specific hypotheses but do not necessarily reflect the "true" semantic network. Thus, to reach more definitive conclusions regarding lesion, connectivity and language ability patterns in PWA, replication of this study\'s primary aims with other types of language tasks, alternative connectivity methods, or even resting state fMRI---which shows particular promise in generating meaningful phenotypes of stroke deficit profiles ([@bb0135]; [@bb0305]; [@bb0410])---is warranted.

5. Conclusions {#s0180}
==============

While the specific mechanisms of chronic aphasia recovery remain elusive, the findings of the present study indicate that neural recovery of language in chronic aphasia likely cannot be attributed entirely to one hemisphere of the brain versus the other. We found that a more nuanced hierarchical model that incorporates lesion, connectivity and specific linguistic measures may be useful in characterizing aphasia recovery. It appears that function---as measured by effective network methodologies---is not entirely driven by overt structural damage in patients. Multimodal imaging studies may best capture chronic aphasia recovery, yet much work is needed to determine optimal modeling of lesion, functional connectivity and language metrics.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0205}
==============================

Supplementary materialImage 1
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The inferior and middle occipital gyri serve as the posterior termination of the ILF and IFOF; however, these ROIs were excluded from the lesion analysis because they were relatively intact within the patient sample and are implicated in visual, not language, processes.

Since the whole-brain activation results dictated the final regions included within the model space, the regions shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} differ. Specifically, while we hypothesized that RMFG would be activated by the fMRI task (as in [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), no activity within this region was found, and thus, it was excluded from the model space (see [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Activity was found in RMTG, not RAG; therefore, the region labeled RTPC in [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} was relabeled RMTG in [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}.

For the lesion PCA, parallel analysis suggested retention of two components that explained approximately 59% of variance in the data. These components aligned with the bifurcation of the middle cerebral artery: dorsal structures loaded onto the first component whereas ventral structures loaded onto the second component (see Supplemental Figure 4). While the two-component solution is reasonable from an anatomical perspective, the coarseness of this parcellation prohibited testing the nuanced relationships between lesion and other factors outlined in the study aims. Moreover, neither LAG or LITG---two regions within the DCM analyses---heavily loaded onto either component. Thus, we utilized an alternative criterion of retaining components with eigenvalues \>1.0 ([@bb0375]; [@bb0380]), resulting in the five-component solution. Note, however, that all subsequent analyses were replicated with the two-component lesion PCA solution; the results are reported in Supplementary Material Tables S1 and S2.

To supplement regression models, Supplementary Figure S5 shows the correlation matrix between each language variable, each DCM connection component, each lesion component and total lesion volume.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2019.101919>.

[^1]: No marking next to citation indicates single study.

[^2]: Indicates meta-analysis.

[^3]: Indicates review paper.

[^4]: Indicates systematic review. LMFG = left middle frontal gyrus, LIFGtri = left inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis, LMTG = left middle temporal gyrus, LITG = left inferior temporal gyrus, LAG = left angular gyrus, p = posterior portion of gyrus.

[^5]: MPO = months post-onset; WAB-R AQ = Western Aphasia Battery-Revised Aphasia Quotient; PPT = Pyramids and Palm Trees Test; PALPA = Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia; BNT = Boston Naming Test; CCJ = Category Coordinate Judgment; CSJ = Category Superordinate Judgment; SFV = Semantic Feature Verification; ambi = ambidextrous.

[^6]: Notes: Lesion volume in mm^3^. Percentage of spared tissue in each cortical mask, including left middle frontal gyrus (LMFG), left inferior frontal gyrus, pars triangularis (LIFGtri), left temporoparietal cortex (LTPC) and left inferior frontal gyrus (LITG).

[^7]: Notes: Statistics for overall multivariate models (i.e., left intrahemispheric, right intrahemispheric and interhemispheric connections) are shown in bold font followed by univariate effects for each connection within each model. FDR correction via Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) method for three models. Significance for p-values: \^ 0.08 \<\> 0.05, \* \< 0.05, \*\* \< 0.01, \*\*\* \< 0.001. Hz = Hertz, SD = standard deviation, HC = healthy controls, PWA = persons with aphasia.

[^8]: Notes: Dashes indicate intercept-only model for DCM PC2 predicted by lesion variables. CC = connectivity component, LC = lesion component, RH = Right hemisphere, ROIs = regions of interest, IntraLH = left intrahemispheric connections, Vol. = total lesion volume. Variance inflation factors (VIFs) for all models were \< 3.0. Significance for *p*-values: \^ 0.08 \<\> 0.05, \* \< 0.05, \*\* \< 0.01, \*\*\* \< 0.001.

[^9]: Notes: %acc = percent accuracy on the fMRI task, RT^exp^ = fMRI task RT in milliseconds, exponentiated (exp) to improve distribution of the residuals. CC = connectivity component, LC = lesion component. Variance inflation factors (VIFs) for all models were \< 3.0. Significance for p-values: \^ 0.08 \<\> 0.05, \* \< 0.05, \*\* \< 0.01, \*\*\* \< 0.001.
